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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this note is to present a theorem which characterizes, exhibits, and 
counts the number of idempotents in a symmetric groupoid. The proof is simple and 
it simplifies imilar results in two papers by Harris in which the number of idempotents 
is counted by graph theoretic terminology and by generating functions. Some immediate 
corollaries give other combinatorial results in semigroup theory as well as identifying 
subgroups of the symmetric semigroup. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite set of  distinct elements and let T be a set of mappings 
of Xinto itself. I f  .f~ ,f~ ~ T are mappings we define their product mapping 
to be g(x) = fl(f2(x)), i.e., the composition mapping. If the set T is closed 
under the composition product we call T a symmetric groupoid. Some 
important special cases are the symmetric semigroup of all mappings of J( 
into itself, and the symmetric group of all permutations of X. We denote 
the latter two by Tn and G, ,  respectively, if X has n-elements. 
The set In of idempotents in Tn, i.e., mappings such that f ( f (x))  = 
J(x) Vx ~ X, are of special interest in T~ for classifying subgroups (see 
references I and 2 for more details). 
In [2] Harris and Schoenfeld have counted the number of idempotents 
in Tn by the use of graph theoretic terminology and prove that a necessary 
and sufficient condition fo r fE  Tn to be idempotent is that each x ~ X be 
cyclic or has a cyclic image and each component have a cycle of length 
one. In [3] Harris gives an alternate method of counting the idempotents 
in Tn by partitions of X induced by an idempotent and the use of multi- 
variate generating functions. 
The purpose of this note is to present a simple theorem whose proof 
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is immediate and which characterizes, exhibits, and counts the number of 
idempotents in Tn. Some immediate corollaries are given which give 
some combinatorial results for various equivalence classes associated 
with T, ,  as well as when an ~-class (to be defined below) is a subgroup 
of Tn . 
I I .  CHARACTERIZATION OF IDEMPOTENTS IN T n 
We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM. A mapping f in any symmetric groupoM is idempotent i f  
and only i f  the restriction o f f  to its range set is the identity map. 
PROOF: If f is idempotent and x~X is in its range set, then 
y ~ X ~f (y )  = x. Since f is idempotent, f ( f (y ) )  = f (y )  ~ f (x )  = x. 
On the other hand, if f is the identity on its range set, say o~ ..... c~, then 
x ~ X ~ f (x )  = ~i for some 1 ~ i <~ p. Thus f ( f (x ) )  = f(c~) = ~i = f (x )  
and]  is idempotent. 
Thus to count the number of idempotents in a symmetric groupoid it 
suffices to check the inverse images of the range set elements. We now 
specialize all corollaries to T~ the symmetric semigroup. 
COROLLARY 1. l f  n~, is the number o f  idempotents in Tn then 
n n-p 
PROOF: Every subset of X is an image set and i fp  is the number of 
elements in the image set there arep ~-" idempotents with each p-image set. 
Thus the set of idempotents with p elements in its image set can be 
viewed as a product of the identity with a mapping of the complement 
of the range set into the range set. 
There are several results in semigroup theory that are also corollaries 
of the above result. These involve equivalence classes in T , .  The first is 
obtained by defining f l  ~ f~ if f l  and f, 2 have the same range set. This is 
obviously an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes are called 
L~a-classes ( ee [1, pp. 47, 50, 56]). The rank of a class is the number of 
elements in the range o f f  in the class. 
COROLLARY 2. Each Ze-class o f  rank r in T~ contains rn-~ idempotents 
for  r = 1, 2,.,.,n. 
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Associated with the ~q~-classes are the o~r These are obtained as 
follows. Associated with each ~-class of rank r is a partition of X into 
r-subsets, i.e., x, y are in the same class of the partition i f f(x) =f(y) ,  
fe  T~. We partition each L,e-class into subsets o f f ' s  which induce the 
same partition on X. It is easily verified that this is a partition of each 
-~a-class. These subclasses of an ~-class are called Jr-classes. The proof 
of the next corollary is obvious. 
COROLLARY 3. Each ~-class contains at most one idempotent. 
It is known that if an ~-c lass  contains an idempotent i is a group. 
An J/f-class is determined by the range of the set of mappings in the class 
and the partition induced by the mappings. It is of interest o know which 
~r are groups. The following corollary of the theorem above is 
known (see [1, p. 54]). 
COROLLARY 4. An d/f-class is a group if and only i f  each element of 
the range space is in a different equivalence class of the partition. 
The connection of H,, to Stirling numbers of the second kind is given 
in the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 5. In a given ~-class of rank r there are exactly Sd* 
(Stirling number of the second kind) ~r and r ~-~ of  these are groups. 
Each ,Of-class contains r! elements. 
PROOF: Follows from Corollaries 2 and 3 and the fact that there 
are Sr ~ partitions of X in r-subsets. The fact that the number of elements 
in each W-class is the number of permutations of the range set yields 
r! elements in each W-class. 
The final example of interest are the 6J-classes. A D-class is the union 
of all the ~CP-classes or d/f-classes of the same rank. The rank of a g-class 
is the same as the rank of the ~q~ or W-classes in D-class. Obviously there 
are n g-classes in T . .  The next corollary is immediate from Corollary 5. 
COROLLARY 6. The number of elements in a D-class of rank r is 
('~) S~"r!. The number of idempotents in a g-class of rank r is (~) r "-r. 
This yields 
n n (n) r, Sr n= ~ Sr n n! 
r= l  r= l  (n - -  r)  t " 
An example of all the above corollaries is given in [1, pp. 54-56]. 
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